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KS1 Year 2 Living things and their habitats 

Question Answer 

What do living things do? move, grow, consume nutrients and reproduce 

What is the difference between a ‘living’ thing and a ‘dead’ 

thing? 

Living things move, grow, consume nutrients and reproduce. Dead things 

used to do this but no longer do. 

What is the difference between a ‘living’ thing, a ‘dead’ 

thing and something that has never been alive?  

Things that have never been alive have never moved, grown, consumed 

nutrients or reproduced.  

Where do most living things live? In a habitat 

What is a habitat? A natural environment or home of a variety of plants and animals 

Can you name a habitat? seashore, woodland, ocean, rainforest, tundra, savannah 

How are animals suited to their habitats? Animals are suited through different adaptations. (polar bear, shark, camel) 

How are polar bears suited to their habitat? Thick fur for warmth and oily paw pads to ensure they don’t freeze on the ice 

How are camels suited to their habitat? 
Long eyelashes to keep sand out of their eyes, thick lips to eat prickly plants 

without feeling pain 

How are cacti suited to their habitat? 
Thick skin keeps a store of water safe, sharp spikes keep animals stealing the 

water 

How are pine trees suited to their habitat? Thick bark and pine cones to protect against the cold 

What is a microhabitat? A very small habitat 

Can you give an example of an animal and its 

microhabitat? 
Woodlice live under stones, logs or leaf litter; frogs can live in ponds  

Where do plants absorb energy from? The Sun 

Where do living things get their energy from? food 

How do animals depend on plants? food and shelter 

What does a food chain show? How plants and animals depend on each other as their source of food 

What do the arrows show in a food chain? The direction the energy travels 

Can you give an example of a food chain? Plant → caterpillar → mouse → owl 

What are different sources of food? Grass, berries, smaller animals.  
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